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TITLE
The colors of learning : integrating the visual arts into the early
childhood curriculum / Rosemary Althouse, Margaret H. Johnson,
Sharon T. Mitchell ; foreword by Carol Seefeldt.
Loose parts 2 : inspiring play with infants and toddlers / Miriam Beloglovsky
and Lisa Daly ; photography by Jenna Daly.
Are you listening?
The visionary director : a handbook for dreaming, organizing, and improvising
in your center / Margie Carter, Deb Curtis.
Training teachers : a harvest of theory and practice / Margie Carter, Deb Curtis.
Visionary infant and toddler environments [electronic resource] / developed by
Margie Carter and Deb Curtis.
I compagni : understanding children's transition from preschool to elementary
school / William A. Corsaro, Luisa Molinari ; Carolyn Pope Edwards foreword.
Designs for living and learning : transforming early childhood environments /
Deb Curtis and Margie Carter.
Reflecting in communities of practice : a workbook for early childhood
educators / Deb Curtis, Debbie Lebo, Wendy C. M. Cividanes, Margie Carter.
A study of early childhood program environments [electronic resource] / Deb
Curtis and Margie Carter.
Learning together with young children : a curriculum framework for reflective
teachers / Deb Curtis and Margie Carter.
Reflecting children's lives : a handbook for planning your child-centered
curriculum / Deb Curtis and Margie Carter.
The art of awareness : how observation can transform your teaching / by Deb
Curtis and Margie Carter.
Loose parts : inspiring play in young children / Lisa Daly and Miriam
Beloglovsky ; with photography by Jenna Daly.
The diary of Laura : perspectives on a Reggio Emilia Diary / edited by Carolyn
Edwards and Carlina Rinaldi in collaboration with Reggio Children.
The hundred languages of children : the Reggio Emilia experience in
transformation / Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini and George Forman, editors.
Teaching and learning : collaborative exploration of the Reggio Emilia
approach / Victoria R. Fu, Andrew J. Stremmel, Lynn T. Hill.
Bambini : The Italian approach to infant/toddler care / Lella Gandini, Carolyn
Pope Edwards, editors.
Insights and inspirations from Reggio Emilia : stories of teachers and children
from North America / edited by Lella Gandini, Susan Etheredge, and Lynn Hill.
In the spirit of the studio : learning from the atelier of Reggio Emilia / edited by
Lella Gandini ... [et al.].
Next steps toward teaching the Reggio way : accepting the challenge to change
/ Joanne Hendrick, editor.
Creativity and the arts with young children / Rebecca T. Isbell, Shirley C.
Raines.
Real classroom makeovers : practical ideas for early childhood classrooms /
Rebecca Isbell, Pam Evanshen.
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The complete learning center book / Rebecca Isbell ; illustrated by Deborah C.
Johnson.
The complete learning spaces book for infants and toddlers : 54 integrated areas
with play experiences / Rebecca Isbell and Christy Isbell ; illustrations by Stacy
Larsen; photographs by Sue Lorencen, Michael Tally, and Sarah Hackney.
Reflections on the Reggio Emilia approach : a collection of papers / by Lilian
G. Katz ... [et al.] ; edited by Lilian G. Katz, Bernard Cesarone.
Children's imagination : creativity under our noses / Ursula Kolbe.
It's not a bird yet : the drama of drawing / Ursula Kolbe.
Rapunzel's supermarket : all about young children and their art / Ursula Kolbe.
Visible learners : promoting Reggio-inspired approaches in all schools / Mara
Krechevsky, Ben Mardell, Melissa Rivard, Daniel G. Wilson.
Eight essential techniques for teaching with intention : what makes Reggio and
other inspired approaches effective / Ann Lewin-Benham ; foreword by
Howard Gardner.
Infants and toddlers at work : using Reggio-inspired materials to support brain
development / Ann Lewin-Benham ; foreword by Milhaly Csikszentmihalyi.
Possible schools : the Reggio approach to urban education / Ann LewinBenham ; foreword by Howard Gardner.
Twelve best practices for early childhood education : integrating Reggio and
other inspired approaches / Ann Lewin-Benham ; foreword by Howard
Gardner.
Visions of creativity in early childhood : connecting theory, practice and
reflection / Joy Lubawy.
The language of art : inquiry-based studio practices in early childhood settings /
Ann Pelo.
Beautiful beginnings : a developmental curriculum for infants and toddlers / by
Helen H. Raikes and Jane McCall Whitmer.
Extending the dance in infant and toddler caregiving : enhancing attachment
and relationships / by Helen H. Raikes and Carolyn Pope Edwards ; in
collaboration with Lella Gandini.
Along the Levee Road : our school turns 50 -- from nursery school to Municipal
Centro Verde Preschool, 1945-1997 / Municipal Infant-toddler Centers and
Preschools of Reggio Emilia.
Children, art, artists : the expressive languages of children, the artistic language
of Alberto Burri / [ed. by Vea Vecchi ... et al. ; texts by Filippo Chieli ... et al. ;
contributions by Enrico Banfi ... et al. ; photogr. by Fausto Benassi ... et al. ;
English transl. Gabriella Grasselli ... et al.].
Children, spaces, relations : metaproject for an environment for young children
/ edited by Giulio Ceppi and Michele Zini.
Dialogues with places / [curated by Vea Vecchi, Tiziana Filippini, Claudia
Giudici].
Everything has a shadow, except ants / [project coordinators, Stefano Sturloni,
Vea Vecchi.
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I cento linguaggi dei bambini : narrativa del possibile / proposte delle bambine
e dei bambini dei Nidi e delle Scuole Comunali dell'Infanzia di Reggio Emilia =
The hundred languages of children : narrative of the possible /projects by
children of the Municipal Infant-Toddler Centers and Preschools of Reggio
Emilia.
I piccolissimi del cinema muto : giochi di finzione al Nido fra pesci e bambini :
storia in quattro atti / bambine e bambini fra 1 e 2 anni de Nido Rodari ;
consulenza pedagogica: Loris Malaguzzi ; pedagogista: Tiziani Filippini ;
insegnanti: Sonia Cipolla, Evelina Reverberi ; fotografie: Sonia Cipolla, Mirella
Ruozzi ; curatore dell'edizione: Gino Ferri ; traduzione: Giordana Rabitti, Leslie
Morrow ; consulenza grafica: Vea Vecchi, Vania Vecchi = The little ones of
silent movies : make-believe with children and fish at the infant-toddler
center : a story in four acts / 1 to 2 year-old children of the Rodari" infanttoddler center ; educational consultant: Loris Malaguzzi ; teachers: Sonia
Cipolla
In viaggio coi diritti delle bambine e dei bambini : autori i bambini stessi :
bambine e bambini fra i 5 e i 6 anni della scuola Diana = A journey into the
rights of children : as seen by the children themselves : 5 and 6 year-old
children of the Diana school / consulenza pedagogica = educational
consultant: Loris Malaguzzi ; insegnanti = teachers: Marina Castagnetti, Laura
Rubizzi, Vea Vecchi ; curatore dell'edizione = editing: Gino Ferri ; traduzione =
translation: Leslie Morrow ; progetto grafico = graphic design: Rolando
Baldini, Vania Vecchi.
L'immaginario bambino : le esperienze educative del Comune di Pistoia nei
disegni e nella grafica di Andrea Rauch, 1979-1999 = the educational
experiences of Pistoia City Council in the drawnings [i.e. drawings] and
graphics by Andrea Rauch, 1979-1999 / [a cura di = edited by Annalia
Galardini, Donatella Giovannini, Sonia Iozzelli ; traduzioni = translations,
Roseanne Borborini Perpetuini, Ailsa Wood].
La partecipazione Ã¨ un invito [videorecording] : Aurora, 5 anni cittadino,
cittadinanza, partecipazione = Participation is an invitation : Aurora, 5 years
citizen, citizenship, participation.
Not Just anyplace : Reggio Emilia - an educational experience as told by the
protagonists / historical research, written and directed by Michele Fasano.
One city, many children : Reggio Emilia, a history of the present / curators
Rolando Baldini, Ilaria Cavallini, Vania Vecchi ; advisor on the English edition
Peter Moss ; English language translation and editing Jane McCall.
Open window [electronic resource] / [photographs by Alberto Bertolotti ... et
al.].
Reggio tutta : a guide to the city by the children / Reggio Children.
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Scarpa e metro : i bambini e la misura : primi approcci alla scoperta, alla
funzione, all'uso della misura / protagonisti: bambine e bambini fra i 5 e i 6 anni
della scuola Diana ; insegnanti coordinatrici del progetto: Marina Castagnetti,
Vea Vecchi ; fotografie: Vea Vecchi ; consulenza pedagogica: Loris Malaguzzi
; curatrici dell'edizione: Maria Castagnetti, Vea Vecchi ; traduzione: Leslie
Morrow ; progetto grafico: Rolando Baldini, Vania Vecchi consulenza
pedagogica per l'edizione: Carla Rinaldi ; autori dei disegni: bambine e bambini
dai 5 ai 6 anni = Shoe and meter : children and measurement : first
approaches to the discovery, function, and use of measurement /
protagonists: 5 and 6-year-old children of the Diana School ; project
coordinators: Marina Castagnetti, Vea Vecchi ; photographs by Vea Vecchi ;
pedagogical consultancy: Loris Malaguzzi ; editing: Marina Castagnetti, Vea
Vecchi ; translation: Leslie Morrow ; graphic design: Rolando Baldini, Vania
Vecchi ; pedagogical consultancy for the publication: Carla Rinaldi ; drawings
by 5 and 6-year-old children.
Storie d'ombra [videorecording] : poetica di un incontro = Shadow stories :
poetics of an encounter / project and documentation curated by La Villetta
Preschool.
Tenerezza : una storia di Laura e Daniele : protagonisti, Laura Sassi e Daniele
Campari ; bimbini e bambine fra i 5 e i 6 anni della scuola La Villetta" /
consulenza pedagogica: Loris Malaguzzi ; pedagogista : Carlina Rinaldi ;
insegnanti : Lorena Ferretti
The black rubber column : from concept to creation of a final model :
dialogues with places : Diana preschool / [photographs and texts, Isabella
Meninno].
The languages of food : recipes, experiences, thoughts / [edited by Ilaria
Cavallini and Maddalena Tedeschi].
The park is ... / edited by Ilaria Cavallini [and others].
The wonder of learning : the hundred languages of children / [curators, Vea
Vecchi ... [et al.] ; editing, Jane McCall, Michela Bendotti ; translation, Jane
McCall].
Theater curtain : the ring of transformations / edited by Vea Vecchi.
Utopie quotidiane/Everyday Utopia: a day at the infant/toddler center; a
day at the preschool
We write shapes that look like a book / Pablo Picasso Infant-toddler Center.
Advisories / authors, five-and six-year old children from the Diana School ;
from an idea proposed by Loris Malaguzzi ; edited by Paola Strozzi, Vea
Vecchi ; texts by Paola Del Rio [and others].
Along the Levee Road : our school turns 50 -- from nursery school to Municipal
Centro Verde Preschool, 1945-1997 / Municipal Infant-toddler Centers and
Preschools of Reggio Emilia.
Il futuro Ã¨ una bella giornata = The future is a lovely day / autori, le bambine
e i bambini fra i 5 e i 6 anni delle Scuole dellÊ¹Infanzia Fiastri e Rodari del
Comune di S. Ilario dÊ¹Enza/authors, five- and six-year-old children of the
Fiastri and Rodari Municipal Preschools of SantÊ¹Ilario dÊ¹Enza ;
coordinamento del progetto e testi/project and text co-ordination, Lorella
Trancossi ; collaborazioni al progetto/project collaboration, Marta Baistrocchi
[and others].
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Creating rooms of wonder : valuing and displaying children's work to enhance
the learning process / Carol Seefeldt ; illustrated by Joan Waites.
Poking, pinching & pretending : documenting toddlers' explorations with clay /
Dee Smith & Jeanne Goldhaber.
Pedagogical documentation in early childhood : sharing children's learning and
teachers' thinking / Susan Stacey.
The unscripted classroom : emergent curriculum in action / Susan Stacey.
Beautiful stuff! : learning with found materials / by Cathy Weisman Topal and
Lella Gandini.
Art and creativity in Reggio Emilia : exploring the role and potential of ateliers
in early childhood education / Vea Vecchi.
Emergent curriculum in the primary classroom; interpreting the Reggio Emilia
Approach
Nurturing young children's disposition to learn / Sara Wilford.
Working in the Reggio way : a beginner's guide for American teachers /
Julianne Wurm.
More working in the Reggio way / Julianne P. Wurm.
Thinking big [videorecording] : extending emergent curriculum projects.

